
Pittsburgh Shade Tree Commission 

November 15th 2017 

 3rd floor DPW large conference room 

Minutes 

 

 

1.  October Minutes - Richard B made a motion to approve minutes with noted corrections. 

Two guest from Chatham University should be added to the list. Under the Tree Pittsburgh 

section the comment should have read; Planted 110 trees around Lawrenceville Dog Park 

instead of in Lawrenceville dog park. Matt E. seconded the motion.  The motion carried. 

2.  Tree Protection Task Force -  The TPTF is working to schedule presentations to  5 local 

Authorities, Alicia is coordinating the schedules either during authorityboard meetings or 

separately with staff. Guy C. suggested that Mardi I contact Parking Authority about the 

Murray Ave. parking lot trees.  

3.  Shade Tree Trust Fund - Martha I. and Lisa C. gave a brief explanation of the funds 

collected by the PSTC. It was determined that $140,000 of the shown $387,772.49 has been 

allocated and is being used for current neighborhood projects. It was also noted that $7,200 

extra has been added to the amount avaiable since September 30th.  

Mardi I. gave an update on next year’s Calendar and asked if anything should be added or 

changed. Lisa C. asked to add Park Rangers to the Schedule. Matt wants to present a tree 

Canopy study in January or February.  

4. City Forester Report -   Lisa C. gave an update on Forestry operations. Holiday Tree set 

up went well. Forestry division is working on bids for Oak Tree pruning and constantly 

working on 311 calls. Lisa informed the commission that she put in a request for a mini skid 

steer in budget. Guy C. mentioned that the Skid steer was taken out of the budget because 

similar equipment may sometimes be available at Public Works divisions. This decision was 

made by the Equipment Leasing Authority. Lisa C. wanted the Leasing Authority to recognize 

that Forestry is separate from Parks. 
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Lisa C. is asking PSTC for up to $1,000 for 3 trees to replace those used for the Grant St 

Holiday Tree, replacements at 814. S. Braddock Ave., 343 Bigelow St.  and 737 Braddock 

Ave.  Matt E. made a motion to fund the replacement trees, Jennifer A. seconded the motion. 

The motion passed.  

5. Tree Pittsburgh Report -  Matt E. provided updates, tree plantings will wrap up this week. 

The Tree Tender class in North Park has 25 People registered. Tree Pittsburgh is also working 

on the Canopy Analysis.  Matt E. wanted to alert the Commission that Butler Street in 

Lawrenceville has lost 47 trees. Matt passed out a packet to show the breakdown of how trees 

were removed and the total cost of the loss of tree Canopy. Mardi I asked if any new trees has 

been planted. Matt said only 2 have been replaced. Lisa C. mentioned that a lot of the projects 

are not completed yet. Matt E. also mentioned that the only trees that are mandatory to replace 

are trees that are 12” in diameter or more. Newly planted trees aren’t required to be replaced. 

It was mentioned that the code should be changed to have tree replacement on an inch by inch 

basis.  

A lengthy discussion took place regarding new developments, tree replacement and zoning 

requirements that might be included in the proposed ordinance.  

Matt E. Suggested to bring back the Urban Forester to be able to be involved at the zoning 

level. Lisa C. said the position should include working to coordinate schedules of overhead 

utility zones.  

6.  Priorities 2018 - Matt E. requested that some of the Tree Pittsburgh priorities be increased 

for 2018. Tree Pittsburgh is requesting a $5,000 increase for the summer care crew, which 

would take its cost for operation from $20,000 to $25,000. Also Tree Pittsburgh is requesting 

to add an extra $1000 for its mulching budget which will take the total to $6,000. Tree 

Pittsburgh would also like to add $1,500 to its Tree giveaway for the 2018 season which would 

be a total of $6500.  Also Tree Pittsburgh is asking for Funding support for the Tree Tender 

courses for the 2018 year in the amount of $6,600 

Matt E. asked the Commission to increase the approved priorities total to $44,100 for additional 

initiatives and inflation to cover the 2018 Tree Pittsburgh services and events. Kristen moved 

and Jenny seconded the motion to approve the total $44,100. Request. Matt E. Abstained. The 

motion passed.  

Lisa C. suggested to submit to council the total amount for the entire year at one time, instead 

of making several request throughout the year. Richard B. wanted to make clear that funding 

is used for city events and training.  

9.  Announcements – Light up night was held on Nov 17th 2017 at 5pm.  

Rebecca suggested that Travel cost offsets be added to all travel documents to track our Carbon 

Footprint  

Lisa C. motioned to Adjourn   


